Comprehensive Psychiatric Services (In-Person & Video Sessions)
155 North Lake Avenue, Ste 800
Pasadena, CA 91101
Tel (626) 469-3717
Insurance: All commercial insurance plans
https://psych-doctor.com

San Marino Psychiatric Associates
2400 Mission Street
San Marino, Ca 91108
Tel (626) 403-8999
Fax (626) 403-8989
Insurance: Anthem Blue Cross - Call to learn of other accepted insurances
http://sammarinopsych.com

LifeStance Health (In-Person & Video Sessions)
299 North Euclid Avenue, Ste 400
Pasadena, CA 91101
Tel (424) 284-2440
https://www.mypcpa.com/search
Review profiles and availability for psychiatrists and psychiatric nurse practitioners. To make an appointment register an account by clicking the
Insurance: All commercial insurance plans

MindPath Health (In-Person & Video Sessions)
50 BelAfontaine Street, Ste 205
Pasadena, CA 91105
Tel (818) 483-7515
Fax (626-689-4851
Insurance: Aetna, Anthem Blue Cross, Beacon, Cigna, Humana, Magellan, MHIN, Optum/UHC
https://www.mindpath.com

Adelpha Psychiatric Group
69 North Catalina Avenue
Pasadena, CA 91106
Tel (866) 4-ADELPHA
Insurance: Aetna
https://www.adelphapsych.com

Gotham Psychiatric PC (In-Person and Video Sessions)
600 North Brand Blvd., Ste 640
Glendale, CA 91203
Tel (213) 814-0040
Insurance: Anthem, Cigna
https://gothampsych.com

Dr. Thomas Miklusak (Medication Management & Psychotherapy)
180 South Lake Avenue, Ste 255
Pasadena, CA 91101
Tel (626) 792-91101
Insurance: Anthem Blue Cross - Call to learn of other accepted insurances
https://www.doctor.com/Dr-Thomas-Miklusak

Dr. Richard Biebuyck
155 South El Molino Avenue, Ste 101
Pasadena, CA 91101
Tel (626) 578-9565
Insurance: Anthem Blue Cross - Call to learn of other accepted insurances
https://www.vitals.com/doctors/Dr_Richard_Biebuyck.html

Oak Health Center (Video Sessions)
Tel (310) 231-6805
contact@oak.care
Insurance: Aetna, Anthem Blue Cross, Optum
https://www.oak.care/services/tele-behavioral-health